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Home Learning

Dear Families,
This week, the Oaks continued delving into the Iron age to Stone
age. They learnt all about Stone Henge and it was amazing to see
how much extra learning lots of you had done at home!

Homework: Due in Thursday.
Spelling-.
Personalised. Take 10
spellings from your writing
which you often get incorrect
and practise at home. We will
test each other next wek.

Maths- Adding and
subtracting fractions (choose
a sheet to challenge you).

Times tables: Mixed (0-12)
Attendance: 97.6%
Let’s keep aiming for 100%
Oaks!

In Science, they used their knowledge from last week’s learning
about pollination and wind dispersal to think about how fruit is
produced. They inspected the inside of different fruits and
hypothesised how seeds from these plants are dispersed. Then,
they combined their Science learning with art to sketch the inside
of the fruit.
Combing their D&T skills with Topic, the Oaks have been
designing a clay pot for the modern day yet inspired by Stone Age
pottery. In particular, they thought carefully about how they would
make their design.
Excitingly, they have been planning and writing their balanced
argument this week (and they have had freedom to choose what
they will write it on!) Thinking carefully about their structure, they
were also challenged to up-level their use of grammar and
sentence structures to write a more mature piece.
Finally, the Oaks did fantastically in their Fractions end of block
assessment and are continuing to practise these skills each day. In
particular, ordering fractions and adding and subtracting fractions.
Keep practising at home too Oaks!
Miss Houcke

Worker of the Week
Worker of the week this week is for Ollie for his true focus to
improve his understanding of fractions and showing patience and
honesty.
Presentation Award
Presentation award this week is for Ava for improving the size of
her letter formation and taking pride in her writing across all
subjects.

